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Modernisticistic mutually exclusive hard rock...the way you like it. 13 MP3 Songs Sway Hard Shake Sway

Modernisticistic Rock 13 Songs Details: Big Moon Music is majestic to present the debut CD from

Stillwater, Oklahoma's own 4th Order. "13" was recorded in Oklahoma City at Lunacy Records from late

July to early September under the watchful eye of Co-Producer Dave Copenhaver. 4th Order is a modern

hard rock band driven by powerful guitars, thunderous drums and tempered with melodic vocals. With 13

all original songs, the spirit of the album may seem dark to the casual observer, but the real message is

one of hope. Can we learn from our mistakes? Can we keep the faith? Can we even hang on? Don't miss

this chance to pick up the limited release which is available now. 4th Order is: Corey Brown - percussion

Jeremy Allison - bass/vocals Stephen Holt - guitar Bill Allsup - lead vocals Are you still reading this?

Wow. Well then let me tell you, if you are tired of being told how to live, this is the album for you. These

musicians come from a diverse background and bring together a mature sound with real life experience to

back up the message. Jerome and Bill(aka Redbeard) run the Print Shop for the World Famous Eskimo

Joe's. Stephen(aka Obleo / the Oblique One) is the webmaster and Director of Information Technology for

the internationally reknowned company Stillwater Designs that produces KICKER amps and speakers.

Corey.....well....lets just say he's from Drumright, OK. Pretty prophetic, huh? Together they comprise the

hardest rocking band to come out of this part of Oklahoma in quite some time. Sounds like/influenced

heavily by: Alice in Chains AudioSlave(Soundgarden!!!) Godsmack Seether Stone Temple Pilots ...and a

million other bands that we love but sound nothing like! OK, maybe a little. Are you still reading this?! Well

then buy our CD!!!! You are obviously interested to have read all this crap. Thanks for your time either

way. Rock on
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